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FOREWORD
We, at Team Vedhik is happy to introduce a new initiative - "Daily Current
Affairs_The Hindu" compilations to help you with UPSC Civil Services
Examination preparation. We believe this initiative - "Daily Current
Affairs_The Hindu" would help students, especially beginners save time
and streamline their preparations with regard to Current Affairs. A content
page and an Appendix has been added segregating and mapping the
content to the syllabus.
It is an appreciable efforts by Vedhik IAS Academy helping aspirants of
UPSC Civil Services Examinations. I would like to express my sincere
gratitude to Dr. Babu Sebastian, former VC - MG University in extending
all support to this endeavour. Finally I also extend my thanks to thank
Ms. Shilpa Sasidharan and Mr. Shahul Hameed for their assistance in the
preparing the compilations.
We welcome your valuable comments so that further improvement may
be made in the forthcoming material. We look forward to feedback,
comments and suggestions on how to improve and add value for students.
Every care has been taken to avoid typing errors and if any reader comes
across any such error, the authors shall feel obliged if they are informed
at their Email ID.
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‘80% of funds for Beti Bachao
was spent on media campaigns’
Parliamentary committee says Govt. must revise strategy
JAGRITI CHANDRA
NEW DELHI

The Government spent 80%
of the funds under the ‘Beti
Bachao,
Beti
Padhao’
(BBBP) scheme on media
campaigns and must now
revisit this strategy and invest in measurable outcomes in health and education
for
girls,
the
Parliamentary Committee
on Empowerment of Women has noted in its report
tabled in the Lok Sabha on
Thursday.
“The Committee finds
that out of a total of ₹446.72
crore released during the
period 2016- 2019, a whopping 78.91% was spent only
on media advocacy. Over
the last six years, through
focussed advocacy BBBP
has been able to capture the
attention of political leadership and national consciousness towards valuing the girl
child. Now, it is time to focus
on other verticals by making
ample financial provisions
to help achieve measurable
outcomes related to education and health envisaged
under the scheme,” it said.

One of the aims of the
campaign is to end
sex-selective abortion.

The committee is chaired
by Heena Vijaykumar Gavit
and the report is titled “Empowerment of women
through education with special reference to Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao.”
The
scheme
was
launched by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in January
2015 with the aim to address
sex-selective abortion and
the declining child sex ratio,
which was at 918 girls for every 1,000 boys in 2011. The
programme is being implemented across 405 districts.
The total utilisation under the scheme was also
poor — the committee found
that since the inception of
BBBP in 2014-15 till 2019-20,

the total budgetary allocation under the scheme was
₹848 crore, excluding the
COVID-19-stricken financial
year of 2020-21. During this
period, ₹622.48 crore was
released to the States but
only 25.13% of the funds, i.e.
₹156.46 crore, had been
spent.
The committee noted
that the massive spend on
advertisements was despite
the clearly laid-down formula for utilisation of funds –
₹50 lakh a year is earmarked
a district for utilisation under six different components. Of this, 16% is for inter-sectoral consultation or
capacity-building, 50% for
innovation or awareness
generation activities, 6% for
monitoring and evaluation,
10% for sectoral interventions in health, 10% for sectoral interventions in education and 8% as flexi funds.
Advocacy and media
campaigns include television publicity, outdoor and
print media, SMS campaigns, radio spots and community
engagement
through exhibition vans.

China claims it’s the ‘largest democracy’
Attacking the U.S., the Foreign Ministry says the self-styled beacon of democracy has ‘evident malaise’
Ananth Krishnan
HONG KONG

As U.S. President Joe Biden
on Friday hosted world leaders, including Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, on the second day of a democracy
summit, China’s government
capped a week-long campaign criticising liberal democratic systems by attacking America’s “democratic
malaise”.
China’s Foreign Ministry
on Friday said democracy
was “a common value of humanity instead of a geostrategic tool” and the summit
this week was aimed at “defending U.S. hegemony,
which is out-and-out anti-democratic”.
“The self-styled ‘beacon
of democracy,’” spokesperson Wang Wenbin said, “has
evident democratic malaise
and huge democratic deficits.” In the lead-up to the
summit, China’s government
and official media launched
a two-pronged campaign:
showcasing the strengths of
China’s political system
while pointing out the deficiencies of democratic sys-

Power point: A file photo of Xi Jinping during a session of
China's National People's Congress in Beijing. AP
*

tems. The Chinese government, a week ahead of the
summit, put out a white paper on democracy that made
the rather stunning claim
that one-party ruled China
hosted the world’s largest
electoral
democratic
process.
“In 2016 and 2017, more
than 900 million voters participated in elections to people’s congresses at the township and county-levels — the
world’s largest direct elections,” the white paper said.
It did not, however, mention
that the congresses, both at

lower levels and at the national level, are largely rubber-stamp bodies that rarely
question Communist Party
policies, or that what are
called “one-candidate elections”, including for the post
of President and Premier, are
not uncommon.
Foreign models
While defending the Communist Party’s governance
as “democratic”, the paper
also warned of the dangers
of countries adopting foreign
political models. “Blindly copying other models of de-

mocracy is a problematic endeavour — it risks creating
cultural conflict, political volatility or even social turmoil
and causing great pain to its
people,” the paper said.
To make that case, China’s
official media routinely point
to India’s political system being “chaotic” or “inefficient”
to justify why large developing countries are better off
following China’s authoritarian model. This week, official
English-language broadcaster China Global Television
Network published a commentary headlined “Women's status in China and India: Who has human rights
and democracy?”, authored
by a foreign scholar at Beijing’s Renmin University.
“Biden's summit may try
to argue that India's system
embodies democracy and
human rights, and China's
does not. But that purely verbal claim will not alter the
fact that the life and real
rights of a Chinese woman
are far superior to those of
an Indian woman,” the commentary said, adding that “it
is only necessary to look at

the contrast in the lives of
one-fifth of humanity, Chinese and Indian women, to
see that China has delivered
‘the people rule’ on a gigantic scale and infinitely more
than the entirely unreal criteria chosen by Biden.”
The white paper, titled
“Democracy That Works”
and published by China’s
State Council or Cabinet,
said “CPC leadership is the
fundamental guarantee” for
what it called “whole-process people’s democracy”,
adding that “China did not
duplicate Western models of
democracy, but created its
own.” “The best way to evaluate whether a country’s
political system is democratic and efficient,” the paper
concluded, “is to observe
whether the succession of its
leaders is orderly and in line
with the law”, a reference
that left some observers perplexed, considering that Xi
Jinping, in 2018, removed
term limits, a key part of the
system of succession that
had enabled, in the past
three decades, three smooth
transfers of power.
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UN confers Observer
Status on Solar Alliance
It will benefit energy growth: India
Press Trust Of India
United Nations

The UN General Assembly
has conferred Observer Status on the International Solar Alliance (ISA), a historic
decision which India said
would help provide for a
well-defined cooperation
between the alliance and
the UN that would benefit
global energy growth and
development.
The ISA was conceived as
a joint effort by India and
France to mobilise efforts
against climate change
through the deployment of
solar energy solutions. It
was presented by the leaders of the two countries at
the 21st Conference of Parties (COP21) to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) held in Paris in
2015.
“I am taking the floor on
behalf of India and France. I
take this opportunity to

thank the entire UN membership for adopting the resolution conferring Observer
Status
to
the
International Solar Alliance
(ISA). I am particularly happy that such a historic decision has been taken by the
UN General Assembly under
your [UNGA President Abdulla Shahid] leadership,
under the Presidency of
Hope,” Permanent Representative of India to the United Nations Ambassador
T.S. Tirumurti said in a statement on Thursday.
“Congratulations! Today,
the General Assembly,
based on the Sixth Committee report, adopted resolution 76/123 & unanimously
decided to invite the International Solar Alliance to
participate in the sessions &
work of the General Assembly in the capacity of an
‘Observer’,” UN General Assembly President Shahid
tweeted.

Centre says no proposal
to scrap sedition law
“No such observations have
been found in any judgment
or order delivered by the
Hon’ble Supreme Court of
India,” the Law Minister said
in a written reply.
However, Mr. Rijiju said
that in a writ petition, the
top court had observed that
the “ambit and parameters
of the provisions of Sections
124A, 153A and 505 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860
would require interpretation, particularly in the context of the right of the electronic and print media to
communicate news, information and the rights, even
those that may be critical of
the prevailing regime in any
part of the nation”.
Section
124A
says,
“Whoever by words, either
spoken or written, or by
signs, or by visible representation, or otherwise, brings
or attempts to bring into
hatred or contempt, or excites or attempts to excite
disaffection towards, the
Government established by
law in [India], shall be punished with [imprisonment
for life], to which fine may
be added, or with imprisonment which may extend to
three years, to which fine
may be added, or with fine.”
The Minister said the top
court, in a writ petition (criminal) issued notice to the

Government, in which the
petitioners have made a
prayer before the Supreme
Court for an appropriate
writ, order or direction declaring Section 124A of the
Indian Penal Code, 1860 to
be unconstitutional and
void.
“Upon hearing the matter, the Hon’ble Supreme
Court vide order dated July
12, 2021 has granted time for
filing written submissions
and counter affidavit in the
matter on behalf of the Union of India,” he said.
“The Writ petition (Civil)
No. 682/2021 has been
tagged with other matters
wherein similar question of
law has been raised and are
pending for consideration
before the Hon'ble Supreme
Court,” Mr. Rijiju’s reply
noted.
All India Judicial Service
In response to another
question on the creation of
an All India Judicial Service
(AIJS) on the lines of other
all-India services, the Law
Minister said that the States
were divided on the issue,
with eight States objecting
to such a proposal and two
States supporting the idea.
While two High Courts were
in favour of constituting
AIJS, 13 were not, Mr. Rijiju
added.
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PM moots social media,
cryptocurrency norms
Modi addresses Summit for Democracy convened by Biden
Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

Centre says no proposal
to scrap sedition law
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
NEW DELHI

Union Law Minister Kiren
Rijiju on Friday told the Lok
Sabha that the Ministry of
Home Affairs had no proposal under consideration to
scrap Section 124A of the Indian Penal Code that deals
with sedition.
Mr. Rijiju also informed
the House that “the question of law” regarding Section 124A was pending for
adjudication before the Supreme Court.
The Minister was res-

ponding to a question from
Assam MP and All India United Democratic Front (AIUDF) chief Badruddin Ajmal on whether the
Supreme Court had recently termed the sedition law
as colonial and made an observation that it was being
misused. He also asked
whether the apex court had
directed the Central Government to submit its response on the necessity and
validity of the law.
CONTINUED ON  PAGE 8

Democracies should jointly
deal with social media and
cryptocurrencies, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said in
a virtual address at the Summit for Democracy, hosted
by U.S. President Joe Biden,
on Friday.
Mr. Modi said India is the
largest democracy in the
world and has 2,500-yearold democratic traditions.
He proposed to share India’s
democratic
experience
through digital solutions.
“We must also jointly
shape global norms for
emerging technologies like
social media and cryptocurrencies, so that they are
used to empower democracy, not undermine it,” Mr.
Modi said.
The summit was convened by Mr. Biden to
strengthen
democracies
around the world. Opening
the summit on Thursday, he
announced the establishment of the Presidential Initiative for Democratic Renewal, under which the
administration plans to provide $424.4 million for supporting free and independent
media,
fighting
corruption, strengthening
democratic reforms, advancing technology for democracy, and defending free
and fair elections.

Mr. Modi said democracy
had taken various shapes
across the world, and there
was a need to work on the
democratic practices.
Mutual learning
“Different parts of the world
have followed different
paths of democratic development. There is much we
can learn from each other.
We all need to constantly improve our democratic practices and systems. And, we
all need to continuously enhance inclusion, transparency, human dignity, responsive grievance redressal and
decentralisation of power,”
he said.
Mr. Modi referred to the
civilisational tradition of democracy in India, citing the
ancient city states under the
Lichhavis and others that
flourished in India during
the late Vedic and Buddhist
periods and continued till
the early medieval period.

Mr. Modi said democratic
traditions had made ancient
India the “most prosperous”.
“Centuries of colonial
rule could not suppress the
democratic spirit of the Indian people. It again found
full expression with India’s
Independence and led to an
unparalleled story in democratic nation building over
the past 75 years,” Mr. Modi
said.
The Prime Minister said
India would be happy to
share “expertise” in organising “free and fair elections”
and in increasing “transparency in all areas of governance through innovative
digital solutions”.
“Democracy is not only of
the people, by the people,
for the people, but also with
the people, within the people,” he added.
CHINA CLAIMS IT’S THE ‘LARGEST
DEMOCRACY’  PAGE 11
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In LS, Minister lists steps for
supplementary child nutrition
Rapid surveys could have been undertaken and data made public, says expert
VID-19 and that data made
public,” says Purnima Menon, Senior Research Fellow,
International Food Policy
Research Institute.

Jagriti Chandra
NEW DELHI

The Government on Friday
avoided a direct response to
a question whether there
was a rise in malnutrition
during COVID-19.
In the Lok Sabha, Congress member Deepak Baij
asked whether malnutrition
among children had increased during the pandemic period.
Minister for Women and
Child Development Smriti
Irani said, “To ensure continuous nutritional support to
beneficiaries,
anganwadi
workers and helpers distributed supplementary nutrition at the doorstep of beneficiaries once in 15 days
during COVID-19 as all anganwadi centres across the
country were closed to limit
the impact of the pandemic.”
The Minister added that
anganwadi workers and helpers also assisted the local
administration in community surveillance, creating
awareness as well as doing
other work assigned to them
from time to time.

Hunger pangs: Anganwadis that provide children with cooked
meals resumed services only a few months ago. K. PICHUMANI
*

Studies have shown that
the pandemic could lead to
increase in malnutrition due
to loss of livelihood, disruption in food and health services.
A paper published in July
2021 in British journal Nature and authored by Saskia
Osendarp of the Micronutrient Forum stated that
based on predicted declines
in gross national income
(GNI) in 118 countries included in the study, in 2022 compared to 2019 the number of
children under five years
with wasting could increase

by an additional 9.3 million;
an estimated 2.6 million additional children were likely
to be stunted; and there
would be roughly 1,68,000
additional deaths of children
under five years.
“It is really important that
we have data on what has
been going on with children
and families in what has
been a challenging time.
There are methods for collecting rapid data during
emergencies, but there was
no surveillance. I would
have liked to see rapid surveys in the context of CO-

Family Health Survey
Though the National Family
Health Survey-5, which was
made public recently, measures malnutrition indicators, researchers argue that
there are difficulties in studying the impact of COVID-19.
“There are challenges in
understanding NFHS-5 data.
We have to compare the data
district by district to understand the changes in relation
to what was happening during COVID-19 in those districts. Moreover, we need to
account for seasonality in
data collection since that
could also differ between
survey rounds for the same
geographic areas. There can
be vast differences if data are
recorded during the monsoon season when there can
be paucity of available food
versus post-harvest season
when diets are relatively better,” says Dr. Menon.
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Goods and Services Tax as an unfinished agenda
M.A. Oommen & K.J. Joseph

G

ST, or Goods and Services
Tax, an institutional tax innovation intensively marketed in many countries by the International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank, was wrapped in a
“one nation one tax” package, and
was accepted by India on the midnight of July 1, 2017. Despite the alleged haste in its launching by the
central government, there were
adaptations to make it to suit the
Indian context.
Hailed as a landmark reform in
India’s tax history, it was expected
to improve tax-GDP ratio, end tax
cascading, enhance efficiency,
competitiveness, growth, and ensure lower prices. It was also projected as a watershed in India’s fiscal federalism. While the States
have forgone a substantial part of
their own tax revenue, they were
in turn guaranteed a GST compensation assuring 14% growth in their
GST revenue during the initial five
years. Many exemptions, along
with different tax rates, as against
the single rate in many countries,
have been accommodated to protect the interests of different stakeholders.
Unresolved issues
Even after 50 months in existence,
a number of relevant issues, both
for policy and action, remain unresolved. A recently held international seminar on GST, organised
by the Gulati Institute of Finance
and Taxation that brought together experts from India and select
countries (Malaysia, New Zealand,
Australia, South Africa, Brazil,

Mexico and Canada), was the venue for a sui generis policy debate
focusing on India’s GST experience. We, as participant observers, cherry-pick some of the observations that were made for
reflection by policymakers and the
wider public.
The base and pillars
India’s GST architecture is built on
the firm foundations of a GST
Council and the GST Network
(GSTN). The first is the key decision-making body, chaired by the
Union Finance Minister with a Minister of State in charge of Finance
and the Finance Ministers of States
as members. This is envisaged as a
due federal process to protect the
interests of the States. GSTN generates high frequency data and
subjects them to analytics for informed policy making. Built on
this foundation, India’s GST paradigm stands on two key pillars: revenue neutrality and GST compensation for the States. Designed
on the principle of destinationbased consumption taxation, with
seamless provision for input tax
credit with CGST levied by the
Centre, SGST by the States, UTGST
by the Union Territories, and IGST
levied on inter-State supply including imports, GST is applicable to
all goods and services except alcohol for human consumption and
five specified petroleum products
with a common threshold exemption applicable to both CGST and
SGST.
The assured revenue neutrality
remains a mirage and many States
have experienced a declining taxGDP ratio. Studies show that in the
case of major 18 States, the ratio of
own tax revenue to GDP has declined. While the share of the
Centre in total GST increased by
6%, that of States put together
lagged behind with only a 4.5% increase. Stark differences between

GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

Seen purely from a revenue point of view and as a fiscal policy tool, India’s GST is still on a rocky road

the Revenue Neutral Rates (RNR)
for the producing States and consumption State have been observed. States producing exempted food grains also lost out.
Since the rates were lower under GST vis-à-vis the VAT regime,
revenue neutrality was not adhered ab initio. The problems
were compounded with massive
evasion following the dismantling
of check posts, and later on fake
invoices, that grew by leaps and
bounds. Exemptions and subventions complicated and worsened
the situation. The South African
experience illustrates how zero
rating and large exemptions have
defeated revenue goals. In Mexico,
although the country relied more
on income tax, with a standard
rate of 16% they could raise over
4% of GDP from GST.
Reviewing 30 years of the Canadian experience with GST, it is
shown that GST could be improved by limiting zero rating, taxexemptions and harmonising tax
rates. The Brazilian experience indicates that transfers through social security or subsides tend to be
more progressive than subventions or exemptions because reduced rates or zero rating do not
usually get passed on to target
groups or industries as happening
in India. The resilience of the economy at the time of rolling out of

GST is critical for its wider reception as the Australian experience
shows. However, India was in the
reverse gear given the downturn
following demonetisation.
GST in India was possible only
because the States surrendered
much of their constitutionally inherited indirect taxes. While the
States collectively forewent 51.8%
of their total tax revenue, the
Centre surrendered only 28.8%.
Yet, GST is shared equally between the Centre and States despite two expert committees recommended for a higher share for
the States. Given the revenue neutrality failure and the host of other
issues, many of the States are left
with no option except to depend
on GST compensation. While compensation legitimately has to coexist with GST, even the constitutionally guaranteed compensation for
five years has not been implemented in letter and spirit, forcing the
States to beg for their entitlement.
This is not conducive to sustainable co-operative federalism.
IGST woes, other points
Although IGST is a key source of
revenue for many of the States, the
clearing house mechanism and
the process therein remains terra
incognita. It was pointed out that
GST is discriminatory to manufacturing States, indicating the need
for a revenue sharing formula that
duly incentivises exporting States
by sharing IGST revenue among
three parties instead of two. The
Malaysian experience demonstrates the need for swift and transparent functioning of the input
tax credit system through a flawless IT infrastructure. Malaysia
ended up abandoning GST owing
to these woes. We operate in an almost information vacuum especially with respect to IGST along
with several glitches in the digital
architecture. GSTN is now in the

doldrums. It neither makes effective use of the massive and invaluable data being generated nor
shares them to enable others to
make use of them. Such practice in
“data monopoly” was a fact of history in India’s statistical system
and has to go sooner rather than
later.
Australia, having several similarities with India, in terms of
Centre and the subnational units,
and destination-based, multi-stage
tax with input credit provisions,
has not been revenue-buoyant.
The GST revenue of Australia has
fallen relative to GDP from 3.85%
in 2003-04 to 3.28% in 2018-19. It is
a matter for consideration whether such adventures such as widening exemptions and the replacing
of income-tax by GST in the case of
small and medium enterprises are
advisable measures in the Indian
context.
GST should be seen purely from
a revenue point of view and as a
fiscal policy tool for efficiency,
competitiveness and growth. Even
by this standard, India’s GST is still
on a rocky road, with several of
the assumptions falling flat while
expectations stand belied. Neither
the States nor the consumers seem
to have benefited since the rate reductions are not translated into
prices due to profiteering and cascading. Despite many years of efforts in evolving an Indianised GST
system and over 50 months of adjustments with over a thousand
notifications, with accompanying
uncertainties in the first year and
the novel coronavirus pandemic
and the lockdown still in the saddle, GST continues to be an unfinished agenda. But how far and
how long?
M.A. Oommen is Distinguished Fellow,
and K.J. Joseph is Director, Gulati Institute
of Finance and Taxation (GIFT),
Thiruvananthapuram
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Centre looking to use stubble as biofuel
3,000 tonnes of stubble procured by NTPC, results will be studied, says Environment Minister
Special Correspondent
New Delhi

The Union Government is
working on a plan to use
stubble as a biofuel and manure as part of an effort to
deal with stubble burning
that was often cited as a
source of pollution in northern India, Environment Minister Bhupender Yadav told
the Lok Sabha on Friday.
The Minister, who is yet to
make a detailed reply to a
discussion
on
climate
change, stated that the
Centre had completely “decriminalised” stubble burning in the Air Quality Commission Act.
Mr. Yadav was responding
to Shiromani Akali Dal member Harsimrat Kaur Badal,
who alleged that farmers

Choked lungs: Stubble burning is often cited as a source of
pollution in northern India during winter. FILE PHOTO
*

from Punjab and Haryana
were being “defamed” by
the Delhi Government for
causing air pollution and criminal cases are filed against
them.
Making a short intervention during a discussion on

climate change in the Lower
House, the Minister said the
National Thermal Power
Corporation had procured
3,000 tonnes of stubble to
be used as bio-fuel and
would study the results. A
sum of ₹700 crore had been

allocated to get rid of stubble. About one lakh acres of
manure and compost from
stubble were used in Punjab
and Haryana, while Uttar
Pradesh used it in six lakh
acres.
Taking a dig at the Aam
Aadmi Party Government,
Mr. Yadav claimed that Delhi
used only 4,000 acres but
put out big advertisements
on utilising stubble as
manure.
The discussion, which
was started on Wednesday
and continued on Friday, also saw Opposition members
questioning Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s announcement of a ‘Net Zero’ target of
2070 at the climate summit
in Glasgow. Trinamool member Saugata Roy said, “Even

a week before the COP 26,
the Government of India did
not show any inclination to
announce ‘Net Zero’ target.
Actually, the Environment
Secretary had ruled it out in
the media. What prompted
and under what pressure the
Prime Minister did a volteface in Glasgow and announced ‘Net Zero’ target in
2070?”
N.K. Premachandran of
the Revolutionary Socialist
Party accused the developed
nations of diluting their climate commitments over the
past three decades.
Agatha Sangma, MP,
urged the Centre to reconsider the palm oil mission
and do proper consultation
before implementing it in
the northeast.
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General Studies Paper I

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q

History of Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of art forms, literature and architecture from
ancient to modern times;
Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the present-significant
events, personalities, issues;
Freedom struggle-its various stages and important contributors / contributions from different parts of
the country;
Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country;
History of the world will include events from 18th century such as industrial revolution, world wars,
re-drawal of national boundaries, colonization, decolonization,
Political philosophies like communism, capitalism, socialism etc.-their forms and effect on the
society
Salient features of Indian Society, Diversity of India;
Effects of globalization on Indian society;
Role of women and women’s organization;
Social empowerment, communalism, regionalism & secularism
Salient features of world’s physical geography;
Geographical features and their location- changes in critical geographical features (including water
bodies and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes;
Important Geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes, Tsunami, Volcanic activity, cyclone etc.
Distribution of key natural resources across the world (including South Asia and the Indian
subcontinent);
Factors responsible for the location of primary, secondary, and tertiary sector industries in various
parts of the world (including India);
Population and associated issues;
Urbanization, their problems and their remedies

General Studies Paper II
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

India and its neighbourhood- relations;
Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure, mandate;
Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests;
Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or affecting India’s
interests.
Indian Constitution, historical underpinnings, evolution, features, amendments, significant provisions
and basic structure;
Comparison of the Indian Constitutional scheme with other countries;
Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and challenges pertaining to the
federal structure, devolution of powers and finances up to local levels and challenges therein;
Inclusive growth and issues arising from it;
Parliament and State Legislatures - structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & privileges
and issues arising out of these;
Structure, organization and functioning of the executive and the judiciary, Ministries and
Departments;
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J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T

Separation of powers between various organs dispute redressal mechanisms and institutions;
Appointment to various Constitutional posts, powers, functions and responsibilities of various
Constitutional bodies;
Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies;
Mechanisms, laws, institutions and bodies constituted for the protection and betterment of these
vulnerable sections;
Salient features of the Representation of People’s Act;
Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability, e-governance- applications,
models, successes, limitations, and potential;
Citizens charters, transparency & accountability and institutional and other measures;
Issues relating to poverty and hunger,
Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States, Performance
of these schemes;
Issues relating to development and management of social sector / services relating to education
and human resources;
Issues relating to development and management of social sector / services relating to health
General Studies Paper III

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development
and employment;
Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their effects on industrial
growth;
Inclusive growth and issues arising from it;
Infrastructure Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc. Government budgeting;
Land reforms in India
Major crops, cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of irrigation and
irrigation systems;
Storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related constraints;

e-technology in the aid of farmers; Technology Missions; Economics of Animal-Rearing.

K

Issues of buffer stocks and food security, Public Distribution System- objectives, functioning,
limitations, revamping;
Food processing and related industries in India – scope and significance, location, upstream and
downstream requirements, supply chain management;
Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices

L

Awareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, nano-technology, bio-technology;

M
N
O
P
Q

Indigenization of technology and developing new technology;

I
J

R
S

Developments and their applications and effects in everyday life;
Issues relating to intellectual property rights
Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment
Disaster and disaster management
Challenges to internal security through communication networks, role of media and social
networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber security;
Money-laundering and its prevention;

DAILY NEWS ANALYSIS
COURT ESY

T HE

H I N D U

DAILY NEWS ANALYSIS
COURT E SY

T H E

H IND U

T
U
V
W
X

Various forces and their mandate;

A
B

Ethics and Human Interface: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions;

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T

Security challenges and their management in border areas;
Linkages of organized crime with terrorism;
Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal security;
Linkages between development and spread of extremism.

General Studies Paper IV

Dimensions of ethics;
Ethics in private and public relationships. Human Values - lessons from the lives and teachings of
great leaders, reformers and administrators;
Role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values.
Attitude: Content, structure, function; its influence and relation with thought and behaviour;
Moral and political attitudes;
Social influence and persuasion.
Aptitude and foundational values for Civil Service , integrity, impartiality and non-partisanship,
objectivity, dedication to public service, empathy, tolerance and compassion towards the weaker
sections.
Emotional intelligence-concepts, and their utilities and application in administration and governance.
Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and world.
Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration: Status and problems;
Ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions;
Laws, rules, regulations and conscience as
sources of ethical guidance;
Accountability and ethical governance; strengthening of ethical and moral values in governance;
ethical issues in international relations and funding;
Corporate governance.
Probity in Governance: Concept of public service;
Philosophical basis of governance and probity;
Information sharing and transparency in government, Right to Information, Codes of Ethics, Codes
of Conduct, Citizen’s Charters, Work culture, Quality of service delivery, Utilization of public funds,
challenges of corruption.
Case Studies on above issues.

